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Plantation Department

Seeds planted earlier this year have now reached the stage
where they are ready to be transferred to the main nursery.

Here they have more room to develop into strong seedlings,
ready for planting in the 2016 rainy season.

But before we could transfer the young seedlings to our main
nursery we had to plant the 2015 seedlings first.

This year we replanted 265 hectares of old palms at our Daru
Estate, the old palms will die in-situ.

To kill the old palms, a hole is drilled in the trunk.

After which a herbicide is injected.
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The palms will slowly lose their canopy, allowing the sunlight
to reach the newly planted trees.

We also extended our plantation with 135 hectares at our
Tovaima Estate. This increased Goldtrees’ nucleus plantation
to 1,100 hectares.

In Tovaima a new office has been constructed, it will also
serve as place where employees can safely store their tools.

Cutlasses are the most used tool on our plantation and are
locally produced and sharpened by our blacksmith.

Out Grower Department

In June the Out Grower Department kicked off a replanting program. An info session was held with all beneficiaries in order to
train farmers on Good Agricultural Practices and sensitise them about the importance of preserving forests
and other high conservation areas such as swamps and rivers.
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After the training every participant received a certificate
rewarding them high-quality seedlings.

Trained surveyors inspect plantations to collect useful
demographic and geographical information.

By giving access to these improved seedlings, Goldtree
ensures the future of both the outgrowers and the company.

Creating jobs and being one of the main catalysts for the local
economy in Kailahun and Kenema districts.

Miscellaneous News

Goldtree constructed a town barrie in Tovaima, this will serve
as gathering place for the community and gives considerable
prestige to the village.
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Goldtree Foundation funded a tailoring project in Pendembu.

Goldtree Security Department,
protecting life and property,
are proud to show you their new uniforms.

(From left to right: MP Jajuah, PC Henri Baion, PC Segbwema, GM Pieter
Van Dessel, PC Kallon and PC David Keili)

The quarterly Community Development Action Plan (CDAP)
meeting, with the heads of the Chiefdoms, the Paramount
Chiefs (PC) and Goldtree is a platform to discuss
infrastructural needs in our operational areas.
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19th September was National Tree Planting Day in
Sierra Leone. Together with the Ministry of
Agriculture, Goldtree will plant a minimum of 3000
indigenous trees every year.

After 9 months of closure due to the Ebola outbreak, schools
finally re-opened last April. Although Ebola is still prevalent
in some areas in the Sierra Leone, public life and the economy
are gradually picking up pace.

